Diverse forms of kin discrimination, broadly defined as alteration of social behavior as a function of genetic relatedness among interactants, are common among social organisms from microbes to humans. However, the evolutionary origins and causes of kindiscriminatory behavior remain largely obscure. One form of kin discrimination observed in microbes is the failure of genetically distinct colonies to merge freely upon encounter. Here, we first use natural isolates of the highly social bacterium Myxococcus xanthus to show that colony-merger incompatibilities can be strong barriers to social interaction, particularly by reducing chimerism in multicellular fruiting bodies that develop near colony-territory borders. We then use experimental laboratory populations to test hypotheses regarding the evolutionary origins of kin discrimination. We show that the generic process of adaptation, irrespective of selective environment, is sufficient to repeatedly generate kin-discriminatory behaviors between evolved populations and their common ancestor. Further, we find that kin discrimination pervasively evolves indirectly between allopatric replicate populations that adapt to the same ecological habitat and that this occurs generically in many distinct habitats. Patterns of interpopulation discrimination imply that kin discrimination phenotypes evolved via many diverse genetic mechanisms and mutation-accumulation patterns support this inference. Strong incompatibility phenotypes emerged abruptly in some populations but strengthened gradually in others. The indirect evolution of kin discrimination in an asexual microbe is analogous to the indirect evolution of reproductive incompatibility in sexual eukaryotes and linguistic incompatibility among human cultures, the commonality being indirect, noncoordinated divergence of complex systems evolving in isolation. social evolution | nonself recognition | kin recognition | cooperation | territoriality T he behavior of many vertebrates (1, 2), invertebrates (3, 4) and microbes (5-7), as well as some plants (8), is altered by social encounters with conspecifics in a relatedness-dependent manner. Such kin discrimination is commonly interpreted in the context of inclusive fitness theory to have resulted from positive selection for kin discrimination per se (7, 9-11) specifically because such discrimination promotes preferential cooperation among kin that share cooperation alleles (12) (13) (14) . However, despite any theoretical plausibility of kin selectionist explanations, the actual evolutionary origins of kin discrimination in natural populations are often difficult to infer due to their temporal remove (11, 15) . Kin discrimination, broadly defined (SI Appendix, Methods), might also arise indirectly as a byproduct of alternative evolutionary forces (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Despite decades of rigorous empirical and theoretical investigation of kin discrimination and its causes, a biological system that allows both the documentation of kin discrimination origins and causally proximate analysis of the evolutionary forces responsible for those origins has been lacking.
Diverse forms of kin discrimination, broadly defined as alteration of social behavior as a function of genetic relatedness among interactants, are common among social organisms from microbes to humans. However, the evolutionary origins and causes of kindiscriminatory behavior remain largely obscure. One form of kin discrimination observed in microbes is the failure of genetically distinct colonies to merge freely upon encounter. Here, we first use natural isolates of the highly social bacterium Myxococcus xanthus to show that colony-merger incompatibilities can be strong barriers to social interaction, particularly by reducing chimerism in multicellular fruiting bodies that develop near colony-territory borders. We then use experimental laboratory populations to test hypotheses regarding the evolutionary origins of kin discrimination. We show that the generic process of adaptation, irrespective of selective environment, is sufficient to repeatedly generate kin-discriminatory behaviors between evolved populations and their common ancestor. Further, we find that kin discrimination pervasively evolves indirectly between allopatric replicate populations that adapt to the same ecological habitat and that this occurs generically in many distinct habitats. Patterns of interpopulation discrimination imply that kin discrimination phenotypes evolved via many diverse genetic mechanisms and mutation-accumulation patterns support this inference. Strong incompatibility phenotypes emerged abruptly in some populations but strengthened gradually in others. The indirect evolution of kin discrimination in an asexual microbe is analogous to the indirect evolution of reproductive incompatibility in sexual eukaryotes and linguistic incompatibility among human cultures, the commonality being indirect, noncoordinated divergence of complex systems evolving in isolation.
social evolution | nonself recognition | kin recognition | cooperation | territoriality T he behavior of many vertebrates (1, 2) , invertebrates (3, 4) and microbes (5) (6) (7) , as well as some plants (8) , is altered by social encounters with conspecifics in a relatedness-dependent manner. Such kin discrimination is commonly interpreted in the context of inclusive fitness theory to have resulted from positive selection for kin discrimination per se (7, (9) (10) (11) specifically because such discrimination promotes preferential cooperation among kin that share cooperation alleles (12) (13) (14) . However, despite any theoretical plausibility of kin selectionist explanations, the actual evolutionary origins of kin discrimination in natural populations are often difficult to infer due to their temporal remove (11, 15) . Kin discrimination, broadly defined (SI Appendix, Methods), might also arise indirectly as a byproduct of alternative evolutionary forces (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Despite decades of rigorous empirical and theoretical investigation of kin discrimination and its causes, a biological system that allows both the documentation of kin discrimination origins and causally proximate analysis of the evolutionary forces responsible for those origins has been lacking.
Among motile microbes, one form of biological kin discrimination is reduced merger of genetically distinct swarming colonies upon encounter relative to "self-self" controls. This phenomenon was first documented in 1946 with the observation of "Dienes lines" that formed between distinct nonmerging colonies of the bacterium Proteus mirabilis (21) and has since been found in several other species (20, 22) . For example, a large number of such colonymerger incompatibilities evolved among closely related genotypes of the cooperative bacterium Myxococcus xanthus in a natural centimeter-scale population (20) . Irrespective of their original evolutionary cause(s), the emergence of colony-merger incompatibilities in nature is likely to have profound implications for the distribution of social interactions among genotypes during cooperative processes. For example, barriers to colony merger may promote the maintenance of genotypes that are inferior social competitors in chimeric groups and promote cooperation by hindering the territorial spread of socially defective cheaters (20) , as might other forms of kin discrimination (23) .
In this study, we first use natural isolates of M. xanthus to test whether kin discrimination affects patterns of cooperation during fruiting body development when migrating social groups encounter one another. To do so, we quantify the frequency of chimerism among fruiting bodies that form near the border of colony territories, both for pairings of distinct colony-merger allotypes and self-self controls. Subsequently, we use experimentally evolved laboratory populations to test whether (i) generic adaptation by migrating populations (irrespective of variable selective conditions) tends to generate colony-merger incompatibilities toward an ancestral genotype and (ii) whether mere independence of the adaptive process causes allopatric populations to evolve trait differences that generate kin discrimination phenotypes upon secondary contact. We also characterize temporal patterns of kin discrimination evolution and test whether kin discrimination evolved by one or rather multiple molecular mechanisms.
Results and Discussion
Naturally Evolved Kin Discrimination Reduces Chimerism at ColonyTerritory Borders. In response to nutrient deprivation, M. xanthus Significance Relatedness-dependent behavior modification is common among social organisms and has been a major feature of social evolution theory for decades. However, the evolutionary causes of kin discrimination are often unclear. Here, we document many spontaneous origins of kin discrimination in a social microbe that appear to arise as indirect byproducts of adaptation at other traits and we show that kin discrimination evolves by diverse genetic mechanisms. cells cooperatively construct multicellular, spore-bearing fruiting bodies (24) . We tested whether colony-merger incompatibilities between natural isolates of M. xanthus affect the spatio-genetic structure of social interactions by reducing chimerism within fruiting bodies that form near the interface of oncoming colonies. We examined three distinct isolates (A23, A47, and A96) sampled from a centimeter-scale natural soil population in which many colony-merger incompatibilities were previously documented (20) . Colonies were initiated from separate locations and allowed to swarm toward one another on a low-nutrient agar surface on which colonies grow and swarm but eventually deplete growth substrates and initiate fruiting body development (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Colonies of the same genotype marked with distinct antibiotic-resistance markers were used as self-self controls in which no lines of demarcation between colonies were visible (e.g., Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Fig. S1B ). In contrast, nonself encounters between distinct natural isolates resulted in a visually evident line of demarcation between colonies (Fig. 1B) .
By reducing developmental coaggregation of distinct genotypes along intercolony borders, colony-merger incompatibilities should benefit genotypes that compete poorly within chimeric social groups in which mean relatedness among interactants is low relative to their performance within high-relatedness groups (e.g., pure cultures) (20) . One such genotype is A23, which sporulates at a high level (similar to that of A47) in pure groups, but which makes very few spores when forcibly mixed with A47 at a 1:1 ratio before development (SI Appendix, Table  S1 ) (20) . In contrast, A47 sporulates at high levels in forced 1:1 mixes with A23 as well as in pure culture, giving A47 an extreme fitness advantage in those mixed groups.
To test the above hypothesis, we staged motility-driven encounters between colonies of A47 and A23 and assessed the frequency of chimerism among fruiting bodies that formed on both sides of the interface of oncoming colonies growing on low-nutrient medium. If a colony of A47 were capable of freely merging with an A23 colony and coaggregating into fruiting bodies that form near the colonyinterface border on the A23 side of the initial encounter zone at nearly a 1:1 ratio, A23 should suffer a great fitness cost in this region due to its poor competitive performance within mixed groups containing A47 (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). We first quantified chimerism in self-self encounter controls between differently-marked variants of A23 and A47 and found that more than half of all sampled fruiting bodies across all experimental replicates were chimeric for both controls [14 of 25 (56%) and 31 of 59 (53%) for A23 and A47, respectively]. In contrast, in nonself encounter assays between A23 and A47, chimerism was rare among fruiting bodies that formed near colony-interface borders with only 2 of 58 fruiting bodies sampled from both sides of the demarcation border being chimeric across all replicates (Fig. 1C) . On the A23 side of the demarcation line, the strong mixed-group competitor A47 was present in far fewer fruiting bodies [2 of 23 fruiting bodies sampled (9%)] than was predicted from control experiments (P < 0.0001 for deviation from expectation of 13 chimeric fruiting bodies based on A47 controls, two-tailed binomial test).
Similar results were obtained in nonself colony encounters between isolates A47 and A96. Like A23, A96 loses to A47 during developmental competitions on low nutrient medium when populations are forcibly mixed at a 1:1 ratio before development, although to a lesser degree (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). In the colony-encounter assays, only one fruiting body among 24 (4%) isolated near intercolony borders from the A96 side (across four replicate experiments) was found to contain A47 as well as A96 ( Fig. 1D , P < 0.0001 for deviation from expectation of 12 chimeric fruiting bodies based on A47 controls, two-tailed binomial test). Like for A23, the colony-merger incompatibility between A96 and A47 benefited A96 by nearly completely preventing A47 from being present in fruiting bodies on the A96 side of the colony interface that A47 would have entered in the absence of kin discrimination. Additionally, because A96 did produce substantial numbers of spores in forced mixes (despite making fewer than A47, SI Appendix, Table S1), chimerism patterns in self-self controls would predict that, in the absence of kin discrimination, A96 should penetrate into some fruiting bodies on the A47 side of A47-A96 colony borders. However, no such chimerism was found among 21 fruiting bodies sampled.
These results demonstrate that naturally evolved social incompatibilities in M. xanthus can reduce interactions between nonkin during a cooperative process, irrespective of their evolutionary origins. The natural isolates examined here and others from the same locale diverged relatively recently (20) , indicating that kin discrimination evolves over short evolutionary periods in nature, but the relative contributions of various evolutionary forces to maintaining kin discrimination traits at high frequencies in natural populations are unknown. We thus turned to a more defined evolutionary system and tested whether similar forms of kin discrimination might evolve rapidly among laboratory populations of M. xanthus with known evolutionary histories and defined selective regimes. Specifically, we asked whether replicate experimental populations that evolved in several distinct environments independently evolved colony-merger incompatibilities toward their common ancestor and/or toward one another.
Independent Adaptation Pervasively Generated Kin Discrimination.
One hundred and four populations of M. xanthus were established from independent clones of two laboratory ancestors [GJV1 (25) , and GJV2, a rifampicin-resistant derivative of GJV1] and each population was allowed to evolve in one of twelve distinct agar environments that varied in surface type (hard or soft agar), nutrient level (high or low Casitone), and/or nutrient type (Casitone and/or prey bacteria) (SI Appendix, Table S2 ). In each treatment, either eight or twelve independent replicate populations of swarming colonies were allowed to expand outward for two week intervals, after which a sample from the leading colony edge was transferred to the center of a new plate, as described in SI Appendix, Methods and Fig. S2 . This transfer protocol was shared by all treatments and selected for numerical dominance at the leading swarm edge.
We screened for kin discrimination (hereafter also "KD") phenotypes among 88 of these evolved populations in the form of merger incompatibilities between swarming colonies growing on soft nutrient-rich agar (Fig. 2) . Evolved populations were first scored for kin discrimination phenotypes in encounters with their own experimental ancestor (hereafter "KD-A"). A majority of colonies grown from samples of evolved populations [55 of 88 examined (63%), SI Appendix, Table S2 ] did not merge with ancestral colonies in the same manner as paired colonies of the ancestor in self-self encounters that freely merge into a continuous swarm lacking territorial demarcation (Fig. 2) . KD-A phenotypes evolved independently in at least half of all replicate populations examined within every evolutionary treatment except one (TPM hard agar, predation on Escherichia coli), in which KD-A evolved in only two populations ( Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Table S2 ). No significant effects of evolutionary surface type, nutrient level, nutrient type, or prey type on the frequency of KD-A evolution were evident (P > 0.05 in all cases).
We tested whether, like natural isolates, experimentally evolved populations also exhibit kin discrimination phenotypes at colony borders during multicellular fruiting body development under lownutrient conditions. Out of 28 populations examined, 15 (54%) were found to exhibit clear KD-A phenotypes under these conditions (e.g., Fig. 3 ). For several evolved populations examined, fruiting bodies were absent from an area along the territorial interface of evolved vs. ancestor colonies, whereas fruiting bodies did form in the same respective regions of self-self encounter controls with both ancestral and evolved populations (Fig. 3 ).
Temporal Patterns of Kin Discrimination Emergence. To determine whether temporal patterns of initial KD-A evolution were similar or divergent across populations, we tested for the presence of KD-A in temporally intermediate population samples in 20 populations. The timing of KD-A emergence was found to vary greatly, including across populations from the same evolutionary treatment (Fig. 4) . In some cases, KD-A traits were already present within three cycles (6 wk) of selection (e.g., P60 and P67), whereas in other populations KD-A was not evident until after 32 cycles (64 wk, e.g., P10 and P58). Of the 20 populations examined for temporal dynamics of KD-A appearance, one population transitioned directly from merger compatibility to a visually striking form of incompatibility (P10), whereas nine first exhibited incompatibility phenotypes of intermediate visual strength (but that were nonetheless clear and consistent) before evolving more visually conspicuous incompatibilities. Eight populations transitioned just once to incompatibility phenotypes of intermediate strength, and two populations reevolved merger compatibility with their ancestor after having initially evolved intermediate phenotypes but then subsequently transitioned to strong incompatibility phenotypes (P11 and P67) (Fig. 4) . Variation in the visual conspicuousness of incompatibility phenotypes indicate that they should not be considered merely in terms of discrete presence-orabsence states, but as phenotypes that vary in both population level morphology ( Fig. 2 ) and visual prominence (Fig. 4) .
Within any given population over time, a KD-A incompatibility might be caused by a single mutation and then remain relatively constant over time or might rather be strengthened over time by multiple successive mutations. To distinguish between these possibilities, for a subset of populations we paired temporal samples from all evolutionary time points in all possible combinations and screened for kin discrimination between those samples ("KD-T" for kin discrimination among time-point samples). As observed for KD-A, distinct temporal patterns of KD-T were strikingly evident. In roughly half of the populations, an abrupt evolutionary transition occurred such that all temporal Table S2 ). B.s., B. subtilis; CTT, media containing Casitone; E.c., E. coli; TPM, starvation buffer. Fig. S3 ). These contrasting temporal patterns suggest that kin discrimination in M. xanthus can evolve both in the form of all-or-nothing "kind discrimination" that is determined by distinct allelic states at a single locus and in more graded forms in which the degree of social incompatibility scales more gradually with overall genomic relatedness (5-7).
Kin Discrimination Evolved by Diverse Genetic Mechanisms. To determine whether populations evolved KD-A by similar or distinct mechanisms, we staged colony encounters for 117 within-treatment pairs of terminal evolved populations (i.e., paired populations were descended independently from the same ancestor in the same environment). If the failure of independently evolved populations to each merge with their common ancestor is due to the same molecular mechanism, those populations are likely to be compatible with one another. Any failure of colonies of independently evolved populations to merge with each other (hereafter "KD-B" for between-population kin discrimination) implies that either they evolved distinct KD-A mechanisms that also cause the KD-B phenotype or they evolved distinct KD-A and KD-B mechanisms. More than half of all such population pairings (62 of 117, 53%) revealed clear KD-B phenotypes (SI Appendix, Table S3 ). From the pervasiveness of KD-B evolution across treatments, we infer that mere independence of the adaptive process is sufficient to generate diverse molecular forms of kin discrimination (SI Appendix, Table S3 ).
To document this molecular diversity at the genomic level, we sequenced clones from all 24 terminal populations from the CTT hard and soft agar treatments and analyzed mutation patterns (SI Appendix, Tables S4 and S5 and Fig. S4 ). Seventeen of these 24 populations (67%) evolved KD-A (SI Appendix, Table S2 ). Excluding the P29 clone (which is an apparent "mutator" carrying 435 mutations; ref. 26) , evolved clones had accumulated an average of 13 mutations, a large majority of which altered amino acid sequences (SI Appendix, Table S4 ). No mutation was found in traA, a gene that encodes a protein implicated in outer membrane exchange (OME) among M. xanthus cells and has been hypothesized to have evolved as an adaptive greenbeard system for kin recognition in natural populations (27) . However, the absence of traA mutations in our populations and the occurrence of colony-merger incompatibilities between natural isolates that carry the same traA allele (e.g., A47 and A96 in Fig. 1B , and ref. 27 ) together suggest that TraA functional incompatibilities evolved indirectly in evolutionary isolation after other social barriers were already established and do not represent a directly selected greenbeard system (27) .
Fourteen genes were mutated in at least four populations and four genes were mutated in eight or more (SI Appendix, Table S5 ). Among the latter, only one locus, the CRISPR-associated gene cmr4, was mutated only in populations that had evolved KD-A (SI Appendix, Table S5 ). We thus sequenced cmr4 in all terminal populations and found two significant patterns. First, all cmr4 polymorphisms were identical (cmr4-P72H, see SI Appendix), and second, this mutation was present only in populations descended from four of the twelve ancestral subclones used to initiate our experiments (GJV1.1, 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6, SI Appendix, Table S2 ). Sequencing of cmr4 in ancestral subclones revealed that the mutation was already present in these four ancestors but not in any other. This result indicates that the source GJV1 culture from which the ancestral subclones were derived was polymorphic for this crm4 mutation. However, despite the fact that cmr4-P72H did not evolve via selection after the initiation of experimental evolution, populations carrying this mutation showed a statistically disproportionate tendency to evolve KD-A (binomial test, P = 0.002). Thus, although the cmr4-P72H mutation clearly does not directly generate KD-A itself, it may increase the probability of evolving KD-A. (See SI Appendix for additional discussion of the cmr4 mutation.)
As noted previously, the recurrent evolution of KD-B (i.e., multiple incompatibility allotypes among independent populations that share a common ancestor and evolved in the same selective conditions) implies that multiple distinct mechanisms of colony incompatibility evolved. Patterns of mutation among the 24 genome-sequenced populations are consistent with this implication. First, there is no single locus that was mutated in all 17 of the populations that evolved KD-A. Second, among seven genes that mutated independently in five or more populations after the initiation of experimental evolution (SI Appendix, Table  S5 ), all of them were mutated in multiple populations that did not evolve KD-A as well as in populations that did. These mutation patterns further indicate that kin discrimination traits evolved due to mutations in different loci across populations.
To demonstrate genetically divergent evolution of kin discrimination with finer temporal resolution, multiple clones from each of three populations showing KD-A (P10, P33, and P34) were isolated independently from both the generational time point at which KD-A first appeared (cycles 32, 9, and 9, respectively, Fig. 4 ) and the prior time point. [For P34, cycle 9 was the earliest cycle at which some individual sampled clones exhibited clear KD-A, although the KD-A phenotype of whole-population samples was not fully consistent until cycle 15 (Fig. 4A ).] These clones were then tested for the presence or absence of all mutations detected in the terminal clone from the respective populations. Two mutations each first appeared at the first KD-A time points in P33 and P34, whereas four did so in P10 (SI Appendix, Table S6 ). Importantly, none of the eight mutations that are candidates for direct causation of KD-A in these three populations occurred in the same gene, further indicating that KD-A evolved by diverse molecular mechanisms across independent populations (SI Appendix, Table S6 ). As the genetic bases of kin-discriminatory behaviors become defined in an increasing number of social species (28) (29) (30) , it will be of interest to determine how frequently kin discrimination is caused by a high level of allelic richness at only a single locus or variation at multiple loci.
Evolutionary Causation. The many KD-B phenotypes documented in this study are indirect byproducts of evolutionary processes that occurred independently within fully isolated populations. Whether by direct selection, hitchhiking, or genetic drift, distinct social-gene alleles that rose to high frequency in completely allopatric populations reduce social compatibility of those populations upon secondary contact. In this regard, KD-B incompatibilities are conceptually analogous to Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller (BDM) allele incompatibilities that evolve indirectly and reduce reproductive compatibility between divergent populations of sexual eukaryotes upon secondary contact (31, 32) .
Just as BDM incompatibilities strengthen incipient species boundaries in sexual organisms, early barriers to social merger and cooperation in M. xanthus may constitute first steps in a long-term process of increasing social incompatibility. This view is supported by those populations in our experiments in which the likelihood of compatibility between time-point samples was found to be a function of evolutionary distance (e.g., P35, Fig. 5 ). Although BDM reproductive incompatibilities can result from differential selective forces, they can also result from populations following distinct genetic pathways of adaptation to an identical environment (33) just as indirectly generated forms of KD-B arose in our populations.
Similarly, incompatibilities among distinct lineages of other biological and cultural systems are proposed to have originated indirectly, including hybrid necrosis in plants (34) , somatic cell incompatibilities in animals (16) , and linguistic incompatibilities in humans (35) . The commonality in our analogy between the KD-B incompatibilities that evolved in experimental populations of an asexual prokaryote and BDM incompatibilities in sexual eukaryotes or incompatibilities in many other complex systems (e.g., human language) lies in the indirectness of their evolution (36) .
The rapid, pervasive and indirect evolution of KD-B phenotypes documented here among experimental populations of M. xanthus may help explain the great diversity of social allotypes found in natural populations (20) . Crozier proposed that some "extrinsic" factor other than direct selection on kin-discriminatory interactions is necessary for the maintenance of diverse social allotypes because positive frequency-dependent selection on cooperative traits is expected to favor the most common social allotype (11, 16, 37, 38) . Our results suggest that, at least in some biological systems, stochastic variation in adaptive trajectories may generate novel allotypes more rapidly than the most common allotype in a local population can increase toward fixation.
Direct selection favoring biological incompatibilities per se can also occur and adaptive explanations for interaction incompatibilities among other noncognitive organisms have been proposed, including allorecognition specificity among colonial invertebrates (15, 39) and vegetative fusion incompatibilities in fungi (40) (41) (42) (43) . In sexual systems, reproductive barriers can be directly reinforced by selection when hybridization upon secondary contact is maladaptive (44, 45) .
In our experiments, it is possible that some mutations causing KD-A might have been adaptive in the social environment in which they first arose specifically because of kin-discriminatory effects. In this scenario, a KD-A mutation would be adaptive because it both (i) generated a fitness advantage requiring preferential interaction among clone-mates sharing the mutation and (ii) itself mechanistically caused such preferential interaction (46) . Due to the large number of independent KD-A origins (n = 55) and the diversity of their molecular mechanisms, we consider it unlikely a priori that all 55 initial KD-A mutations rose to high frequency specifically by selection on kin-discriminatory effects of those mutations, although this hypothesis may apply in some cases.
Importantly, we note that initially latent colony-incompatibility traits that do not first evolve because they are specifically favored by selection may later be subject to direct selection in newly encountered social contexts. Some indirectly evolved kin discrimination traits may represent exaptations (47) that were initially nonadaptive (with respect to their potential to cause kin discrimination) but later proved adaptive during interactions with genotypes that are more competitive in mixed groups than in segregated groups. Parsing out temporally variable evolutionary forces acting on a given kin-discrimination trait will often be exceedingly difficult. However, given both the ease with which latent kin discrimination traits can arise indirectly (Fig. 2) and the strong effects that such traits can exert on the spatio-genetic distribution of social interactions among local neighbors (Figs. 1-4) , we expect that such temporal variation in the forces maintaining kin discrimination in natural populations is common.
Studies examining interactions between conspecific natural isolates of social microbes under laboratory conditions are increasingly common (6, 20, 48, 49) and adaptive hypotheses for the origin of interaction phenotypes are often proposed, with varying degrees of support. Our results empirically demonstrate that kin discrimination phenotypes that appear to be consistent with the hypothesis of a directly adaptive origin mediated by kin selection can instead readily originate indirectly, simply as a result of differential independent adaptation to a common environment. In a similar vein, quantitatively striking examples of social cheating have previously been shown to evolve as indirect byproducts of adaptation to an unstructured habitat rather than as a result of selection for social cheating per se (50) . Distinct natural strains of social microbes that are experimentally forced to compete during a focal social process (e.g., fruiting body development in Myxococcus bacteria or Dictyostelium amoebae) often exhibit unequal fitness (20, 48, 51, 52) . Our results suggest that such fitness inequalities may often be indirect byproducts of alternative evolutionary forces rather than the result of the winning strains having undergone selection for increased within-group competitiveness during the focal social process.
Difficulties inherent to inferring what evolutionary forces have shaped naturally evolved traits in general (53) apply with equal force to social traits specifically. Our results highlight that the hypothesis that kin-discriminatory behaviors or other social interaction phenotypes originated by indirect processes should not be excluded without compelling positive evidence that they evolved primarily as directly selected social adaptations. Many extant social interaction traits are likely to have been shaped by complex combinations of indirect causes and direct selection.
Methods
To assess whether evolved populations discriminate between themselves and their ancestor (KD-A), samples from other evolutionary time-points from the same population (KD-T), or other evolved populations from the same evolutionary environment (KD-B) , we staged colony-encounter assays as follows. One day before each assay, cells were inoculated in liquid media and plates were prepared by pouring 20 mL of CTT soft agar (0.5% agar) into 9-cm-diameter Petri dishes unless otherwise specified. To start each assay, 10 μL of each culture (previously adjusted to ∼5 × 10 9 cells per mL) were spotted 1 cm apart from each other. In experimental assays testing for KD-A, one spot on a plate contained the ancestor and the other contained an evolved population. In experimental assays testing for KD-B or KD-T, the two spots on a plate were from distinct evolved populations or different evolutionary time points within the same population, respectively. In control assays, two spots of the same genotype (or population sample) were tested for colony merger. After spotting, culture samples were allowed to dry in a laminar flow hood and plates were then incubated for three days, after which colonies were examined for the presence or absence of a clearly discernable line of demarcation between swarms. For more detailed methods, see SI Appendix. Table S2 ).
Each population was allowed to grow and swarm outward for two weeks at 32 °C and 90%
rH. At two-week intervals, a small rectangle (~3 mm x 5 mm) was cut out from the point along the swarm perimeter furthest from the colony center (or from a random point if no deviation from circularity was evident) and placed upside-down on the center of a new plate.
This process was repeated for either 18 or 40 cycles, depending on the environmental treatment. CTT HA E. coli 8 4 50 CTT HA B. subtilis 6 3 50 CTT SA E. coli 6 6 100 CTT SA B. subtilis 10 3 30 TPM HA E. coli 10 2 20 TPM HA B. subtilis
TPM SA E. coli 7  6  5  1  1  P8  +  CTT HA  9  9  8  1  0  P9  +  CTT HA  10  10  9  1  0  P10  +  CTT HA  10  10  7  3  0  P11  +  CTT HA  13  11  10  1  2  P12  -CTT HA  19  15  14  1  4  P29  +  CTT SA  435  373  ND  ND  62  P30  +  CTT SA  13  13  10  3  0  P31  Undefined  CTT SA  16  15  12  3  1  P32  Undefined  CTT SA  12  12  11  1  0  P33  +  CTT SA  11  10  9  1  1  P34  +  CTT SA  13  13  11  2  0  P35  +  CTT SA  23  21  19  2  2  P36  +  CTT SA  14  14  13  1  0  P37  +  CTT SA  16  14  13  1  2  P38  -CTT SA  10  10  9  1  0  P39  +  CTT SA  17  15  13  2  2  P40  +  CTT SA  13  12  11  1  1   8   Table S5 . Genes mutated in more than two populations. Seventeen of the sequenced clones from 24 populations exhibited clear and consistent KD-A (71%) and seven did not. The third through sixth columns show the number of populations mutated at the respective locus, the number and percentage of those populations that show a KD-A phenotype and the number of distinct mutation sites, respectively. MXAN_6704 acetyltransferase, GNAT family
METHODS

Semantics.
We adopt a broad definition of kin discrimination, namely any 'alteration of social behavior as a function of genetic relatedness among interactants'. This definition is merely phenomenological and is thus entirely decoupled from the evolutionary, behavioral and molecular causes of kin discrimination traits, whatever those may be. Such causes must be determined independently of the mere demonstration that kin discrimination, as defined here, occurs in any given biological system. Thus, the definition encompasses both social adaptations per se and indirect byproducts of non-adaptive processes (or alternative adaptive processes) at the level of evolutionary causation, as well as organismal behaviors and molecular mechanisms of all degrees of complexity.
We define 'colony-merger incompatibility' as a reduced degree of merger by oncoming colonies each composed of a distinct genotype into one social group, relative to oncoming colonies that are composed of the same genotype. Colony-merger incompatibilities are phenotypically variable rather than a single discrete phenomenon, and can result in phenotypes ranging from a complete absence of contact between the cells at the leading edge of colony expansion to a slight but detectable reduction in the degree of colony interpenetration relative to controls.
Strains, experimental evolution and growth conditions.
(i) Experimental evolution. Parallel evolving populations were initiated from independently isolated sub-clones of the two ancestral strains GJV1 (1), a rifampicinsensitive clonal derivative of DK1622 (2) and GJV2, a rifampicin-resistant clonal derivative of GJV1. Six sub-clones each of GJV1 and GJV2 (GJV1.1 -GJV1.6 and GJV2.1 -GJV2.6)
were stored frozen. All twelve sub-clones were used to initiate evolutionary the CTT hard and soft agar treatments (populations P1 -P12 and P29 -P40) whereas GJV1.1 -GJV1.4 and GJV2.1 -GJV2.4 were used to initiate all other treatments (Table S2) (Table S2 ).
All evolving populations were initiated and propagated as described previously (3) (see (ii) Evolution environments. Experimental evolution was performed in twelve distinct laboratory environments with either eight or twelve replicate populations each. Environments varied in nutrient source (bacterial prey vs. media substrate), nutrient level, surface viscosity (thus affecting motility evolution) and other parameters (Table S2) .
Non-prey treatments: One day prior to colony transfer, 50 ml of either CTT (8 mM were poured into 14 cm-diameter petri dishes. Plates were allowed to solidify uncovered in a laminar flow hood (for 15-20 minutes) and then stored overnight at room temperature.
Prey treatments: Two days prior to transfer, agar plates were poured as previously described, including with TPM buffer, which is identical to CTT medium except without any
Casitone. The next day, prey (Bacillus subtilis PY79 (4) or Escherichia coli REL607 (5)) were inoculated into three flasks containing 900 ml of CTT liquid and grown overnight at 32 °C, 300 rpm. On the transfer day, 200 µL of grown prey were spread out on CTT plates for CTT + prey environments. For TPM + prey plates, prey cultures were centrifuged in 500 mL tubes at 4 °C, 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and pellets were resuspended in 3 mL of TPM by shaking at 400 rpm. Resuspended pellets of each prey type were pooled and 1 mL of prey suspension was spread out over the entire surface of TPM plates and allowed to dry. Cycles transfers were then performed as described above. Plates were kept upright for one night and then turned upside down. (iii) Growth conditions. All evolution and post-evolution agar-plate cultures were incubated at 32 °C, 90% rH. For postevolution experiments, cultures initiated from frozen stocks were grown on CTT hard agar plates for three or four days. Prior to the start of each experiment, culture samples were transferred from plates to 8 mL CTT liquid (in 50 mL flasks) for 24 hours at 32°C with constant shaking at 300 rpm until they reached mid exponential phase (OD 600 = ~0.5).
Colony-encounter assays. (Some text in this section is replicated from Methods for clarity.)
To assess whether evolved populations discriminate between themselves and their ancestor Fruiting body chimerism assays.
To test whether colony-merger incompatibilities reduce developmental co-aggregation of distinct genotypes along fruiting bodies near the inter-colony borders, we assessed the frequency of chimerism across fruiting bodies. Cultures were prepared as described above. A day prior to the assay, plates were prepared by pouring 9 mL of CF agar (a low-nutrient medium that allows some growth and swarming before development is initiated upon nutrient depletion; ref. After six days, four to eight individual fruiting bodies adjacent to the interface of oncoming swarms were harvested and their respective locations relative to the interface documented for each. Individual fruiting bodies were incubated in 500 µL sterile ddH 2 O at 50 ºC for two hours to select for viable, heat-resistant spores. Samples were sonicated with a sterile microtip, diluted in sterile ddH 2 O and plated in CTT soft (0.5%) agar containing the appropriate antibiotics. All mixes were performed at least three times in temporally independent blocks. Experimental treatments and controls were performed simultaneously with each mixed culture assay. M. xanthus natural clones A23, A47 and A96 were isolated from a 16 x 16 cm soil plot in Tübingen, Germany as described previously (7). Rifampicinand kanamycin-resistant variants of natural isolates (specified by 'R' and 'K', respectively, in
Figs. 1 and S1) were previously characterized (8) and had no significant defects in pure culture spore production.
Whole-genome sequencing and mutation identification.
Genomic DNA (>30 µg) was extracted from exponentially growing cells using Qiagen's Genomic DNA Isolation Kit and 100G Genomic-Tip. Illumina HiSeq sequencing was performed by BGI Tech Solutions Co., Ltd. (Hong Kong, China) and yielded a total of ~10 9 bp of sequence per genome, or ~100-fold average coverage. Small genomic changes were identified for each genome by mapping reads against the reference genome of M. xanthus DK1622 (NC_008095.1) using breseq v0.21 (9) . Five known SNPs between the DK1622 derivative used as the ancestor in these studies (GJV1 (1)) and the published sequence of DK1622 (2) as well as a known rpoB mutation in GJV2-derived (rifampicin-resistant) populations served as positive controls for the reliability of mutation identification. All five polymorphisms shared by all evolved clones were detected in all 24 sequenced genomes and the rpoB mutation was detected in all twelve of the rifampicin-resistant clones. Additionally, a subset of polymorphisms in evolved clones was checked by sequencing PCR products.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS
While several genes evolved convergently (at the gene level) among the 24 genomesequenced clones, only one locus, the CRISPR-associated gene cmr4, was mutated exclusively in KD-A populations (Tables S2 and S5 ). CRISPR genes protect bacterial cells against mobile genetic elements such as viruses and plasmids and also regulate social traits such as virulence and biofilm formation in Campylobacter jejuni and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, respectively, as well as multicellular development in M. xanthus (10, 11) .
Surprisingly, the same nonsynonymous mutation in cmr4 (amino acid substitution P72H) was found in all populations mutated at this locus, whereas for all other loci that were mutated in four or more populations, the precise mutations in those genes differed across most populations (Table S5 ). This pattern suggested that the cmr4 mutation might be causally related to the evolution of kin discrimination in at least some populations.
To investigate this possibility further, all populations were tested for cmr4 mutations at their terminal time point. The cmr4 mutation P72H was found in approximately one third of all populations, but during the process of tracing the temporal origins of this mutation we noted that it was only present in populations derived from four specific ancestral sub-clones and not in populations derived from the other eight sub-clones. We thus hypothesized and subsequently confirmed that this mutation was present in four sub-clone ancestors used to initiate experimental populations (GJV1.1, GJV1.4, GJV1.5 and GJV1.6, see Table S2 ), but was not present in GJV1.2, GJV1.3 or in any of the six GJV2 sub-clones. This finding implies that the source culture of GJV1 used to isolate the GJV1.1-1.6 sub-clones was polymorphic for this mutation prior to sub-clone selection and the onset of experimental evolution.
Our tracing of the cmr4-P72H mutation to a subset of ancestral sub-clones is of interest for both methodological and evolutionary reasons. Methodologically, for microbial experimental evolution studies this finding highlights the importance of initiating replicate populations of a clonal ancestral strain from independently isolated sub-clones of that strain that are themselves stored frozen for future reference. Given that all microbial cultures larger than a few thousand individuals are expected to be polymorphic due to spontaneous mutation (12) , curation of ancestral sub-clones allows determination of whether identical mutations found in distinct replicate populations evolved convergently or not.
Evolutionarily, among the 55 populations that evolved clear and consistent KD-A phenotypes, the proportion that derived from a sub-clone ancestor that carried the cmr4-P72H mutation (20/55, 36%) is improbable under the null hypothesis that the ancestral presence of this mutation and the probability of evolving KD-A are causally unrelated, relative to the much lower frequency of ancestral cmr4-P72H carriage among the remaining populations (4/29, 14%; two-tailed p = 0.042, Fisher's exact test). This outcome suggests the hypothesis that carriage of cmr4-P72H causally increases the probability of evolving of KD-A relative the absence of this mutation (even though KD-A did evolve in many populations not carrying this mutation).
A second evolutionary pattern is also statistically associated with the ancestral presence of cmr4-P72H. Among the 18 populations for which KD-T phenotype patterns were analyzed temporally, seven exhibited relatively gradual KD-T emergence patterns whereas nine showed abrupt KD-T appearance and two showed an intermediate pattern (Fig. 4 and Figs.
S2 and S3). Of these 18 populations, all six that carried the ancestral crm4 mutation (P1, P29, P35, P65 and P119) exhibited gradual KD-T emergence, an outcome with very low probability under the null expectation that carriage of cmr4-P72H does not affect the temporal pattern of KD evolution (two-tailed p = 0.0009, Fisher's exact test with the two intermediate-pattern populations excluded). The absence of cmr4-P72H in one gradual-KD-T population shows that this pattern can evolve without the mutation, but the overall distribution of KD-T evolution patterns suggests that carriage of cmr4-P72H may promote the gradual evolution of KD-T rather than its abrupt appearance.
